Ruby master - Bug #16624

Backport de3883e7823c89ce90d7661ef5bb3b7eb60968db

02/11/2020 09:53 AM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Nagachika
Target version: ruby -v:
Backport: 2.5: UNKNOWN, 2.6: DONE, 2.7: REQUIRED

Description
This is a ticket for backport management.
de3883e7823c89ce90d7661ef5bb3b7eb60968db should be backported into 2.6/2.7 branches.

Associated revisions
Revision 95ab9cd8 - 02/13/2020 04:50 AM - nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada)
Restart timer thread even after preparation failed
If the timer thread is left stopped, memory crash or segfault can happen. [Bug #16624]

Revision 12c7321d - 02/15/2020 09:12 AM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
merge revision(s) 95ab9cd8f453099d7649dc0e0eeea355ea891340f5: [Backport #16624]
Restart timer thread even after preparation failed
If the timer thread is left stopped, memory crash or segfault can happen. [Bug #16624]
git-svn-id: svn+ssh://ci.ruby-lang.org/ruby/branches/ruby_2_6@67837 b2dd03c8-39d4-4d8f-98ff-823fe69b080e

Revision 67837 - 02/15/2020 09:12 AM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
merge revision(s) 95ab9cd8f453099d7649dc0e0eeea355ea891340f5: [Backport #16624]
Restart timer thread even after preparation failed
If the timer thread is left stopped, memory crash or segfault can happen. [Bug #16624]

History
#1 - 02/15/2020 09:12 AM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
- Backport changed from 2.5: UNKNOWN, 2.6: REQUIRED, 2.7: REQUIRED to 2.5: UNKNOWN, 2.6: DONE, 2.7: REQUIRED

ruby_2_6 r67837 merged revision(s) 95ab9cd8f453099d7649dc0e0eeea355ea891340f5.